HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
On   receiving the letter and   learning the contents which
inspired hope as well as despair,  the captain of Dewnampattati
was perplexed.    But according to the verse, 'In times of neces-
sity   which offer you no   opportunity to run away, take up   a
sharp   sword   in   your   hand/   the   captain   girded   up    his
loins for   war.      The flame of   the   siege   of   the besiegers,
and the  exertions   of   the   besieged   were   manifiest   every-
where in the   fort.    In   the   meanwhile the ships that started
from England conveying   reinforcements   for  Dewnampattan
and   Chennapattan,   at   the   same   time when   M.   Lally left
his own shores, were delayed owing to  mishaps on  the  sea.
Of these  only   six  were able to come  ahead  of other   ships
and     reach   the    harbour   of   Dewnampattan.       On   seeing
them  the captain felt relief but soon was distressed when the
real facts about them (i.e., that there was no  army except two
sarddrs) became  clear.    Thus he   found   no other alternative
but to fight for his life.   As far as possible he laboured hard to
destroy the enemy.    Meanwhile,   a ball  from a  catapult   fell
into the pool of drinking water which was, according to the
proverb, ' the eye of life for the people  in the fort/    In spite
of the drying  up of the pool, the   falling down  of   the fort-
walls on  one side   to a distance of one hundred  and seventy
yards,   the destruction of   the two towers  on  another   side,
and the accumulation  of the dead  bodies belonging to both
the parties, every one of the besieged marched forward bravely
with the  zeal of  valour.      By  chance, one of  the  two  new
sardars,   the   pivot  of   strength   for   the people   in the fort
and the  inspiration to  the besieged, lost his  life on account
of being hit by a cannon-ball, and  the  strength of  the   fort
was   shaken.i    Finally   the  doors of the  fort  were opened
by the key  of victory of the enemy.    The captain of the fort
(1) M. Lally threw shells into the fort from a mortar battery with  a
few random shots and contrived to open a breach on May, 26.
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